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September 13, 2020 
 
MAKINA LASER TECHNOLOGY, S.A. DE CV 
MLT161123IU1 
Calle Eljido 173 
Col. Vergel del Sur 
Acaldia Tlalpan 
C.P 14340 
Mexico 
 
Attention: Mr. Luis Efrén Cardona Abrego 
 
Reference: Quote Number M-209134 / Maxcut S-20 Swiss Turning Centre 
 
Dear Luis, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to quote the MAXCUT S-20 SWISS TURNING CENTRE.  
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MACHINE FEATURES 

Cross travel sub-spindle: 
Cross travel sub-spindle design. The main and sub spindles can work either one at a time or 
simultaneously for reduced machining duration. This design brings multi-function front and rear 
machining. 
 
Short remnant material: 
With the optional rough material bushing, the remnant material can be 50mm (depending on the 
part length). 
 
Raw material machining: 
0.1mm material tolerance can be achieved by using the rough material bushing. 
 
Replaceable fixed / Driven toolholder set: 
The 4 pc back stationary / driven tool holder is replaced by the newly designed replaceable fixed tool 
holder or driven tool holder. This enables increased tooling flexibility. 
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  six (6) Cross Working Driven Tool Holders 

  four (4) I.D. Stationary Tool Holders 

  three (3) Front Working Driven Tool Holders 

  three (3) Back Working Driven tool  Holders 

  four (4) Back I.D. Stationary Tool  Holders 

  four (4) Back I.D. Stationary / Working Driven Tool Holders 

  six (6) O.D. Turning Tool Holders (42 Type with 5 O.D. Turning Tools) 
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using live bushing with guide bushing using rough material bushing without guide bushing 

 
 

150mm material remnant length 50mm material remnant length 
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MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS:    
 
WORKING RANGE 
maximum turning diameter    20mm  
maximum machining length per chucking  250mm 
maximum drilling diameter main/sub-spindle  12mm 
maximum tapping diameter main/sub-spindle  M10 
   
TOOLING SYSTEM 
O.D. tooling      6    
O.D. tool dimensions     12 x 12 x 120mm  
I.D. tooling      4  
I.D. tool dimensions     10mm (ER16) 
cross working driven tooling    6 
cross working driven tool dimensions   10mm (ER16)   
cross working driven tool speed    200-6000 rpm   
front working driven tooling    3 
front working driven tool dimensions   10mm (ER16) 
front working driven tool speed    200-6000 rpm 
back I.D. tooling     4+4 
back I.D. tool dimensions    10mm (ER16) 
back working driven tooling    3 
back working driven tool dimensions   7mm (ER11) 
back working driven tooling    4 
back working driven tool dimensions   10mm (ER16) 
back working driven tool maximum speed  3000 rpm   
 
MAIN SPINDLE 
spindle hole diameter     22mm  
spindle speed      200-8000 rpm  
indexing      CS-axis  
 
BACK SPINDLE 
spindle hole diameter     22mm   
spindle speed      200-8000 rpm 
maximum length for front ejection   60mm 
indexing      C-axis  
 
FEED RATE 
rapid feed rate      30m/minute  
 
MOTORS 
main + back spindle     3.7kW  
Y1/Z1/Z2-axis      0.5kW 
X1/X2/Y2-axis      1kW  
coolant pump      1 hp x 2  
lubrication      4W x 2 
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driven tools - fixed arm     1.5kW 
driven tools - replaced toolholder set   1kW 
    
MACHINE DIMENSIONS 
centre height      1050mm   
machine weight      3170kg   
machine size      2500 x 1280 x 1780mm  
 
AIR 
air pressure      5kg/cm   
air supply      10L/minute  
 
STANDARD + INCLUDED EQUIPMENT 

- Mitsubish M70 control 
- main + sub-spindle 0.001° C-axis 
- main spindle Y-axis 
- two (2) lubrication device upgrades to microcomputer 
- working light 
- coolant system 
- part-off detection sensor 
- part catcher 
- six (6) O.D. turning tool holders 
- four (4) I.D. stationary tool holders 
- four (4) back I.D. stationary tool holders 
- six (6) cross working driven tool holders 
- three (3) front working driven tool holders 
- four (4) back working stationary/driven tool holders 
- fixed bushing  
- live bushing 
- rough material bushing 
- door interlock switch 
- chip conveyor and bucket 
- eight (8) m-codes with relay board and 8 relays 
- mist collector 
- oil coolant device 
- interlocking door switch 
- Maxcut S2 3.7m automatic magazine bar feeder 
- tool measuring system 
- radio controlled automatic part probe 
- CAM system on computer with 30” screen for 7-axis Swiss turning code generation 
- consumable lot: lubricant oil, refrigerant, filters for 12 month operation 
- operation, programming and maintenance training for 10 operators 

 
MAXCUT S-20 PACKAGE PRICE: US $210,000 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
The pricing 
Pricing shown is in US funds. 
The above pricing is F.O.B. major Mexico port of entry. 
Applicable taxes and duties are extra. 
CSA approval is included in the pricing. 
 
The payment terms  
Irrevocable letter of credit at sight. 
 
Country of origin 
Taiwan. 
 
Warranty  
One (1) year on machine parts & labour, three (3) years on Mitsubishi control / motors / drives. 
 
Delivery 
30-35 weeks from date of order acceptance by Masteel, subject to confirmation at the time of purchase. 
 
*MASTEEL’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Ship the machine + bar feeder from Taiwan to major Mexico port of entry. 
- Assemble / level the machine + bar feeder on the customer’s shop floor and anchor the machine + 

bar feeder to the customer supplied foundation. 
- Complete the machine + bar feeder installation and accuracy test.  
- Operation, programming and maintenance training for 10 operators. 

 
*CUSTOMER’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Ship the machine + bar feeder from major Mexico port of entry to the customer’s site. 
- Off load the machine + bar feeder from the truck at the customer’s site. 
- Move the machine + bar feeder into place for assembly. 
- Power to the machine + bar feeder. 
- Hydraulic + way lube oil plus coolant fluid for the machine + bar feeder. 

 
No other terms & conditions are applicable to this quote which is valid for thirty (30) days. 
 
We look forward to working with you on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 
MASTEEL AMERICA CORPORATION 
 
Ron Nater 
Manager 
647.270.4434 / ron@masteels.com 


